NEW EQUINE WEAR

At the world forefront of protective boot development

SIZE GUIDE
SMALL

13 - 15 hh ( 7.5 - 8.5” / 190 - 215mm bone )
Ponies, Youngstock

MEDIUM

15.1 - 16.2 hh ( 8. 5- 9.5” / 215 - 240mm bone )
Thoroughbreds, Crossbreds, Racehorses, most Warmbloods and Riding Club Horses

MEDIUM WIDE

15.1 - 16.2 hh ( over 9.5” / 240mm bone )
Cobs and heavier breeds

LARGE

I 6.2 hh and over ( over 9.5” 1240mm bone )
Large Throroughbreds, Large Warm bloods, Hunters,ancl horses with heavy bone

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Check there is no mud or sweat on the lags
2. Ensure there is no debris on the lining of the boots that could cause discomfort
3. Fold boots around leg and fasten. The fit should be firm, but not too tight
(With 3 and 4 strap boots it is easiest to fit the middle straps first)
4. After fastening all straps, reposition each strap in turn to ensure even and smooth tension
5. If necessary cut straps to desired length with sharp scissors
6. KEEP BOOT STRAPS FASTENED AFTER USE AND WHEN WASHING, TO AVOID TANGLES AND
CLOGGING

IMPORTANT WASHING AND CARE INFORMATION
WASHING: Wash boots regularly, either by hand, or machine at 30°C.
NEW Boots are made to withstand repeated washing. We recommend using mild washing
powders or soap flakes. $io detergents should not be used, as they may damage the product
or cause skin irritation. NEW boots are quick drying and should never tumble dried or placed
over a radiator or stove.
CARE: The lining surface next to the skin should be kept dean and free from grit particles or
stable floor debris. Always inspect the linings and run hands over the surface to check the
boots are clean before fitting. If the ‘hook’ fastening should become clogged with debris,
brush gently with a New Equine Wear ‘VelCleaner’ brush to restore adhesion.
CAUTION: Synthetic materials in this product can be damaged in temperatures above
150°F (65°). Do not store in confined spaces exposed to direct summer sun.

